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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS

may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No 2142 32 Rowland Cres. Summerhill : Hare Fingers

Run Report:
Hare........Fingers
Venue.....32 Rowland Crescent , Summerhill
It was a no rain Tuesday as we gathered at Fingers’ house , watching a
nervous Rickshaw checking the low cumulous
clouds & wondering
weather to go back home
or not . With a few new
old runners returning
after their summer vacations , in Groat & Delly ,
Abba was marvelling at
Fingers’ fine trimmed
lawns , productive vegie
patches & prize winning
rose , camellia & foxglove
gardens , his water displays and gnome collections , and commented
“Ya Ya it is nearly as good as mine yards & gardens” ! Fingers just shook his head & said it was
about time we got this run underway before it
rains , but his instructions were a bit cryptic .
“You are on lime , flour , & chalk but if you can’t
find the On Home it could be because I ran out ,
& there are some old painted signs from last
years’ winter run & it’s 40 minutes from the On
Home, & it’s 40 minutes to get to the pinnacle
“! “ What the fuck does all that mean “ said
Shrek looking very dumbfounded . Some quick
calculating by Bugsy revealed 2 X 40 minute legs
equals 80 minutes , Hash jogging speed is 10
Kms / hour which equals 1 Km / 6 minutes ,
therefore 80 minutes is 13.3 Kms , shit , he said
“ we had better get going so we can get home
before it rains” . So the raggedy pack of about
20 Hashers headed out Fingers driveway ,
turned right & out onto Hardwick St & onto the
local fitness trail . “Not another fitness trail
“,moans Inlet as Rickshaw , Scary & One Hump
lead the pack into the bush , while Electric Eric ,
Groat & Sheila heads up an open trail which
turns out to be a false trail . The narrow , rocky
& winding goat track leads down the slopes towards the South Esk River & soon Corin St is in
sight , & it was here Delly decides to head back
to Fingers’ House as the pins inside his left ankle

were giving him shit , & One Hump says “I’ll
come with you to keep you company & check
on some wheelie bins ! The pack turns left &
congregates at the top of the steps leading
down to the old Duck Reach Power Station .
As no trail was to be
seen someone suggested that this was
where Fingers ran out
of lime , flour &
chalk , so why not go
down here & have a
look , so like a flock
of sheep that’s what
happened ! What
else happened was
that 4 cunning
hashers hung back ,
Sheila , Bendover ,
ElectricEric & Derbs ,
& one of them must
have X Ray vision discovered a check that was
painted on a rock in 2012 , followed up a
track & found lime , or flour & heaps of it
leading the way back to the 1St Basin . It was
reported that a day or so later , Shrek , on
one of his health walks in the area , overheard some Chinese tourists say how well the
paths are marked in white so as people don’t
get lost , Hmmm ! Anyway about half way
back to the Basin at the observation deck the
On Home was found , written in chalk & on
the outside of the steel bars that make the
fence . Sheila said that Fingers must have had
someone with him when he set the run , as
the was no way he could have written On
Home as his fingers would not have reached
the concrete through the bars ! So by the time
the fab four , Sheila , Electric Eric , Bendover
& Derbs got back to the Hare’s house , the
time was 8.10pm , so by Bugsy’s calculations
they were out for 100 minutes @ 1 Km/6
minutes means they did 16.6 Kms . Anyway
Rickshaw was relieved that he could get the
skoals over with before it rained !
On On
The Editor

ON ON:
The ominous black clouds are getting lower in
the sky and are hovering over the Rowland Cres.
Botanical Gardens as the Hashers return to the
ON ON site, will the heavens open up as they
have done so many times when we have run
from Fingers Gardens. Fingers has been busy
since our last visit to Rowland Cres. He has built
a new tool shed and erected a high colour bond
fence to keep out the peeping Toms. The fence
seems to have failed as there is one Hasher who
has spent all night looking through one of the
house windows on the pretext of watching tennis. More details can be found in the skolling
section of this weeks Trash. The beer is pouring
well and is icy cold just what a Hasher needs
after a long hard hilly run in the Summerhill area.
Blakey rings the bell lets and announces that
the returned Lip is keen to get the skulls underway before it starts to rain.
The skulls are over and the barby is well under
way, a Hasher is heard to say bugger it , I have
eaten my premium burger, I will have another
light before I head off home to Legana. His grail
is filled to the top and he staggers towards the
swinging garden seat. There is an almighty crash
and Goblet is laying in a pool of Boags light beer
under the garden seat. He says I missed the seat
by that much as he holds two fingers apart by
an inch or so. Two Hasher help Goblet to his
feet, he refills the grail and decides to sit on a
bench seat to recover his pride.

Skulls:
The Lip Rickshaw is back with us tonight after cruising around the
South Pacific, drinking copious amounts of beer and just relaxing
after a hard year of being the Lip. Fortunately he has not been practicing his jokes while he has been away.
We are at Summerhill tonight, there are several Hashers with us tonight who live in the Summerhill West Launceston area, Electric Eric
has walked 1500 meters to get here, Groat has walked nearly the
same distance. Delly who is practicing his walking in preparation for
loosing his licence has walked a kilometre. Spyder has walked 500
meters, there is one Hasher amongst us who only lives 200 meters
away and he has driven here, is it too far to walk home??. Up you
get Bugsy, better make it a light as he is driving tonight.
We have a devoted tennis fan amongst us tonight and he has spent
most of tonight looking through one of Fingers windows watching the
Australian open. The only problem is the T.V is in one of Fingers girls
bedrooms, was it the tennis he was watching, your turn Tyles.
The next to skull is the Hare Fingers.
There is one filled grail left and Abba is nominated to skull it for just
being Abba.

Raffle:
Meat Tray: Shrek
Six pack Boags: Dunnoim.
Bottle rot gut red: Two Bob.
Bottle wine: Electric Eric.
Car sun shade from Ship Loads: Scary.

The 2014 Committee The investment in Excellence for HASHERS
GM: Slomo JM: Sheila, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Blakey, Trail master: Abba, Horn: Fingers, Lip: Rickshaw Scribe: Boong,
Web Wanker Bugsy

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 3rd February Hare: Bendover 13 Fryett St Waverley.
Tuesday 10th February Hare Two Bob 3 Wenlock Way Prospect.
Tuesday 31st March Electric Eric 131 Cambridge St.
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Abba before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at 44B Basin Rd
again.

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 5thFebruary Hogs Breath restaurant Hare: Grub
LH3 Website

Tennis Jokes
While out one morning in the park, a jogger found a brand new tennis
ball, and seeing no one around it might belong to, he slipped it into
the pocket of his shorts.
Later, on his way home, he stopped at the pedestrian crossing,
waiting for the lights to change.
A blonde girl standing next to him eyed the large bulge in his shorts.
"What's that?" she asked, her eyes gleaming with lust.
"Tennis ball," came the breathless reply.
"Oh," said the blonde sympathetically, "that must be painful.... I
had tennis elbow once."

A blonde walked into the dentist office and sat down in the chair. The
dentist said "Open Wide" "I can't" The blonde said. "This chair has
arms"

